The challenges of preserving an architectural and historical home
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By Patricia Cove
A 1970 "mirrored wall modernization" (top) is transformed last year into a restored, raised-panel wall and fireplace mantel (bottom) in a local historic home.

Georgian, Federal, Tudor, Queen Ann — the numerous architecturally designed buildings throughout Philadelphia, and especially Chestnut Hill, provide us all with masterpieces seldom found in such abundance or proximity. And because we are surrounded by them, it is easy to stop seeing their materials, design and magnificent stature and rarely consider how their owners must strive to preserve and maintain these structures under increasingly difficult conditions.

The challenges to the upkeep of these buildings are many, both outside and in, and I am always amazed at how their owners work to keep both the beauty and the usefulness of these structures alive within walls that once were opulent spaces that supported lifestyles quite different from those of today, both socially and economically. How do you keep these architectural treasures living and breathing in a world not meant for such grandeur? And how do we live lives of the 21st century within walls of the 18th?

If you are fortunate enough to own an architecturally designed home, you face questions like this all the time. When it comes time to restore or renovate, preservation is usually a top priority. Saving the original architectural features present throughout each room, and the search for design solutions that will enhance and preserve these features, is one of the biggest challenges to those involved in the renovation. Often, one wonders why it is so important to save interior architectural features. Value appreciation is the main reason, on par with their beauty in style and design that gives the spaces their glorious atmosphere inherent to a particular place in history. The crown moldings, chair rails, paneling, friezes, and medallions evident in antique homes are hand carved and craftsman-built out of plaster and materials that cannot be used today often because of the sheer cost and time factors involved.

These ornaments alone can increase the value of a property simply by their presence and when preserved- become a well sought after historic feature that gives the home its warmth and character.

An 1865 Chestnut Hill Georgian mansion was appraised in 1958 at $32,000. The deep moldings present throughout each room had been damaged over the years, and several pieces had been cut to make way for new closets. Sections of plaster ceiling and relief fretwork had been removed to make space for track lighting, but despite these bastardizations, the house sold in 1994 for nearly $700,000. After restoration it is now worth more than $1 million.

Architectural features such as these are virtually irreplaceable, but techniques do exist to conserve and repair these ornaments, and the results more than compensate for the initial expense. But it is truly the genuine love of old buildings that prompts owners to take on such challenges, knowing that they can lead to immense rewards.
Often though, the mere size of the home is a daunting factor to renovation. Even if each room had been meticulously cared for, it does not solve the problem of how a family today can live within such enormous spaces.

Adaptive re-use, although not the most preferred route by strict preservationists, is one way of keeping older buildings alive through new and creative uses. The forty-room mansion of yesterday often becomes a business or corporate headquarters or multi-residential apartment building. On projects such as these, strict preservation guidelines are incorporated in saving and re-using decorative moldings, doorways and distinct architectural features, even if they must be relocated to other areas. The character of the building is preserved while new life is restored. Adaptive re-use projects are a much more attractive alternative to the new modern glass and steel structures more commonly associated with business and apartment living. It becomes a win-win-win situation. The building is saved, the owners are compensated and the new residents inherit a building rich in architectural character and history.

The renovation and restoration of historic buildings also present a milieu of design questions. Should furnishings, fabrics and motifs be in the same architectural period of the building, or can a Federal building contain furnishings from the Art Deco period?

As a purist at heart, it would be a challenge to mix architectural design and decoration, but economics and individual taste often necessitate alternate directions. If you are considering mixing interior decoration styles within a distinct architecturally designed building, feel free to do so, but only with some precepts in mind.

Maintain the integrity of the interior spaces through the use of quality materials and fabrics. Pay close attention to the scale and proportion of your furnishings, making sure that they are in balance with the scale of the rooms. Larger rooms will require larger scale pieces or a multi-dimensional floor plan to balance the oversized space. Create a color scheme that incorporates the architecture with the interior furnishings, yet also allows for each feature to stand as an integral element of design.

If you are the fortunate owner of an architectural treasure, be creative, be innovative and be daring, but always be respectful to the architect and his or her masterpiece. With that, you will always be secure that the masterpiece will surely reflect you.

Patricia Marian Cove is Principal of Architectural Interiors and Design in Chestnut Hill, and serves as Vice President for Preservation of the Chestnut Hill Conservancy.
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